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Addressing the Psychosocial Risk Factors Affecting the Developing Brain of the High-Risk Infant

Cynthia Rogers, MD*

“We’re mirrors for infants that tell them who they are, and we’re also windows that let them know what to expect.”
-Adapted from Jeree Pawl, 2001

This quote brilliantly captures the role of the primary caregiver for an infant and how influential infant-caregiver interactions are for subsequent brain development. This sentiment also highlights the importance of the caregiver’s own functioning to the child’s development. The caregiver-infant dyad is based on reciprocal interactions, but it is the caregiver who sets the stage for how these interactions will evolve. The extent to which the caregiver-infant interaction reflects to the infant (like a mirror) that the infant is worthy of love and support through the caregiver’s responses, and the extent to which the infant sees through these interactions (like a window) that the world is a safe and loving environment, powerfully impacts how that infant’s brain develops during a time of rapid brain development.

The psychological and socio-demographic characteristics of the caregiver, commonly referred to as psychosocial factors, are highly critical in shaping an infant’s brain development as they often influence the caregiver’s emotional state, stress responses, and overall mental health. Poverty is one of the most potent of these psychosocial factors. Poverty is associated with myriad other deleterious exposures and behaviors known to affect caregiver-infant interactions such as parental stress, psychiatric
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illnesses, and substance abuse. These psychosocial stressors are experienced during both the prenatal and postnatal period and are often interconnected. When these stressors are experienced during pregnancy they work together to impact the development of the fetal brain. After birth, the neonatal brain continues to mature and is further impacted by the postnatal environment, which often includes continued exposure to a caregiver with these same psychosocial risks. The goal of this Article is to examine how exposure to these prenatal and postnatal stressors can lead to impaired development in children and how changes in our support of young infants and their caregivers during this period could help mitigate the risk of these adverse outcomes.

Poverty can be viewed as the hub of the wheel of many different stressors that a pregnant woman can experience both during her pregnancy and afterward. While there are almost innumerable adversities related to experiencing poverty that can impact a developing child, the primary focus of this Article will be on maternal mental health and substance use disorders. While these illnesses are prevalent across all socio-demographic strata, they are unfortunately more common among those in poverty, who often have the greatest barriers to access available treatment services. These illnesses are modifiable: evidence-based treatments exist that can improve maternal functioning and infant outcomes. However, if these factors remain unaddressed and/or current policies continue to inhibit access to these treatments, the results can be highly deleterious to infant outcomes due to direct exposures to the developing brain in utero. In addition, this Article argues the relationship that maternal mental health and substance use have on the development of dysfunctional parenting styles can continue to alter the brain of infants after birth. There is

burgeoning evidence that both these direct in utero mechanisms and postnatal exposures may act to alter the trajectory of typical brain development.  

While many negative outcomes for the mother and the fetus can result from these psychosocial stressors, preterm delivery is one of the most significant. Overwhelming evidence indicates that maternal substance abuse is a significant risk for multiple obstetric complications including preterm delivery. We also know that maternal mental health illnesses like depression, anxiety, and bipolar disorder increase the risk of preterm birth to approximately 1.5 to 2 times that of women without these disorders. Even in populations such as African-American women that are known to be at high risk for preterm delivery, evidence suggests that maternal depression independently predicts preterm birth.

To understand how we can lessen the risks to the developing brain, we must clarify the mechanism(s) by which maternal mental health leads to

---


6. Preterm delivery is defined as birth before the thirty-seventh week of pregnancy.


preterm delivery. One obvious path linking maternal mental health to preterm delivery is poor adherence to prenatal care.\textsuperscript{11} As depression is often manifested by a lack of self-care, poor appetite, and fatigue, it is not surprising that women suffering from depression may fail to attend prenatal medical visits and may not have adequate nutrition during pregnancy, thereby increasing the risk of preterm delivery.\textsuperscript{12} Further, there’s a significant relationship between mental health disorders during pregnancy and the use of illicit substances, which themselves increase the risk of preterm delivery.\textsuperscript{13} Additionally, there is a relationship between depression, anxiety, bipolar disorder and other negative pregnancy complications that heighten risk for preterm delivery including gestational hypertension and pre-eclampsia.\textsuperscript{14} Premature birth, which is once again increasing in the United States, affects approximately 400,000 newborns in this country each year, occurring in approximately ten percent of all births in 2016.\textsuperscript{15} Preterm birth remains a leading cause of neurological disabilities in children.\textsuperscript{16} Children born prematurely have a range of impairments including cognitive, motor, language and psychiatric impairments and unfortunately, a third of these children have impairments across multiple domains.\textsuperscript{17}
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Preterm infants are a useful representative group to study when interested in how psychosocial risk impacts the developing brain because they are at an elevated risk for these psychosocial exposures. For instance, preterm infants are disproportionately born into socially disadvantaged families that have elevated rates of maternal depression, high parenting stress, and unsupportive maternal-child interactions. My colleagues and I have begun studying the impact of preterm birth and these other psychosocial risk factors on the developing brain in a cohort of preterm children enriched for social disadvantage. The infants we studied were born at less than thirty weeks gestational age. During their hospitalization in the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) we obtained up to four magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans of their brains, as well as assessments of familial psychosocial risk factors like socioeconomic status, maternal stress and psychiatric symptoms. These children and their families returned at ages two and five for developmental follow-up.
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assessments. We also evaluated these familial psychosocial risk factors and observed parent-child interactions. The children will return at ages nine or ten for follow-up assessments and MRI scans.\textsuperscript{20} This data collection will allow us to assess how prematurity affects early brain development and subsequent developmental outcomes in these children.

To understand how the developing brain may be impacted by these psychosocial factors, it is important to note the dramatic brain development that typically occurs \textit{in utero} during the third trimester of pregnancy. There are several developmental processes that happen during this time, including neurons, the major brain cells, migrating to their programmed destinations and forming connections with each other that allow for information flow.\textsuperscript{21} Additionally, the brain not only grows in volume, but the cortex, the outer layer of the brain, also transitions from a very smooth to a complexly folded surface.\textsuperscript{22} Thus, preterm infants, particularly those born before thirty weeks gestation, experience this time of rapid and critical brain development outside of the womb rendering them particularly vulnerable to postnatal psychosocial stressors. These infants are also at greater risk for medical complications associated with preterm birth,\textsuperscript{23} which may further heighten their vulnerability to additional stress. The cumulative impact that the psychosocial stressors can have on the developing brain over time can be even more considerable. This results in significant variability in the brain, and increased risk for the variety of developmental disorders that preterm children exhibit. Questions remain as to whether this variability in brain development of preterm infants predicts the outcomes that they have later in childhood and how susceptible their brains are to subsequent exposures to psychosocial risk factors.

A few studies we have conducted recently have been aimed at answering these questions by assessing early variability in brain development and relating this to early childhood outcomes. First, we measured how different areas of the brain’s white matter, the parts of the
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neurons responsible for sending information to neighboring brain cells, mature during the NICU hospitalization. Not only did we find, similar to other researchers, that different regions of the brain develop at differential rates, but also that individual infants had varying trajectories of regional white matter development. Further, we also demonstrated that the measures of maturation of white matter of particular brain regions as neonates related to motor and social emotional development during early childhood. We have also assessed how the function of particular brain regions and coordinated activity between brain regions varies and how that relates to later child development. For example, preterm infants in our cohort demonstrated detectable differences in brain function in many regions compared to infants born full term. We have also found that variability in regional brain function among these infants relates to their social-emotional development at age two, particularly to symptoms of anxiety. We are seeing evidence that variability in neonatal brain development in these high-risk infant samples relates to how they are functioning later in childhood. Our work adds to the large body of literature indicating that prematurity, a known deleterious outcome of psychosocial risks experienced during pregnancy, can significantly alter the developing brain.

This line of research will enable continued examination of developmental outcomes at age five as well as help determine how longitudinal exposure to psychosocial risk factors interact with neonatal brain changes to potentially increase the risk of developmental
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impairments. We also will be able to assess how psychosocial risk alters brain development across childhood.

As noted previously, the parent-child interaction is likely one key mechanism by which psychosocial stressors alter the trajectory of child brain development. Infants are highly dependent on their caregiver, not only to soothe their distress but also to learn whether this is a trusting world, if their caregiver is there to help and support them. If infants do not find that emotional support from their caregiver they are at higher risk for significant adverse development in social-emotional and cognitive development.\textsuperscript{31} The mental health of the caregiver is a crucial influence on how the caregiver will interact with their child. One of the most common and most studied mental health disorders in this context, postpartum depression, is unfortunately associated with impaired and dysfunctional maternal-infant interactions. Preterm infants once again represent an at risk group for this association as women who have infants that are born preterm or are in the NICU have a rate of postpartum depression that is about two to three times that of the general population.\textsuperscript{32} We also found in families from our research that forty percent of the mothers who had moderate to severe postpartum anxiety symptoms at the time they were taking their baby home from the NICU, which is higher than the published rates of postpartum anxiety in the general population.\textsuperscript{33} The trauma experienced by parents in the NICU has been well-described, including in the lay press.\textsuperscript{34} One can imagine that having your infant in the NICU for three to four months and being constantly in fear of whether or not your infant is going to survive is extremely traumatic.\textsuperscript{35} Given the frequent, recurrent life-threatening events that often characterize a NICU
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hospitalization, it is not surprising that these parents can often end up with posttraumatic stress disorder symptoms both acutely and chronically for months after the hospital stay. Approximately thirty-five percent of mothers and twenty-four percent of fathers experience Acute Stress Disorder days after infant hospitalization, with fifteen percent of these mothers and eight percent of these fathers having continuing Post Traumatic Stress Disorder symptoms. Thus, preterm infants are exposed to caregivers with higher rates of several different mental health disorders.

The consequences of postpartum mental health symptoms like depression on maternal infant interactions can be pervasive. Mothers with postpartum depression have difficulty breastfeeding and are more likely to cease breastfeeding their infants much sooner than those not suffering from depression. They are less affectionate and more hostile, and engage in less cooing, singing and reading to their infants, which can be critical for child language development. Most concerning, mothers with postpartum depression are also at greater risk of abusing their infants. The largest group of children that is a victim of child abuse is infants under the age of twelve months. Women with postpartum depression are not only at higher risk for physical child abuse but also for harsh punishment and having thoughts of harming their infant. Furthermore, preterm infants are more likely to experience these abusive behaviors, suggested by the fact that a significant proportion of infants in foster care
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are born preterm. Thus, with an elevated rate of child abuse as well as a greater frequency of mothers who have psychiatric disorders, these preterm infants, with a brain already vulnerable at birth, potentially endure additional adverse exposures to risks that further alter their brain development during later infancy.

While evidence supports that poor parental mental health disrupts parent-infant bonding in the NICU and early infancy, there is also a large body of research indicating that parental mental health across early childhood impacts parenting and multiple child developmental domains. The dysfunctional parent-child interactions that occur beyond the early postpartum period likely impact these developmental outcomes, as there are still significant changes that happen within the developing brain during the first few years of life. For example, while the brain at birth is twenty-five percent of the volume of an adult brain, by age one the brain is seventy percent the size of adult size and by age two it is eighty percent the size of an adult brain. There are several different processes that occur during this time period that are responsible for this rapid change, including further growth and connections between neurons, refinement of brain circuits, and more myelination (insulation) of axons to facilitate faster information transfer. When infants are exposed to significant stressors during a time of such tremendous transformation, very deleterious effects on their brain, cognitive, and social-emotional development may result.

Given that there is substantial research highlighting the impact of
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preterm birth and other psychosocial risks, particularly parental mental health, on the developing brain and child outcomes, supporting effective interventions targeted at improving parental mental health is critical to optimizing early brain development. In fact, lines of research exist supporting the positive role of these interventions on parental functioning and early parent-child interactions. At Washington University School of Medicine, we established the Perinatal Behavioral Health Service (hereinafter “the Service”) with the goal to improve maternal mental health and thereby optimize child outcomes. The staff of the Service conduct mental health screenings on pregnant and postpartum women for perinatal mental health disorders in outpatient and inpatient settings. One of the Service’s primary clinical areas is our local NICU where staff are embedded within the NICU, which allows for close collaboration between our staff and the physicians, nurses, and social workers who serve these families. The Service also provides education about perinatal mental health disorders to women with infants in the NICU, not only about the symptoms that they may or may not be experiencing but also describing coping techniques that they can utilize even before symptoms develop. For women with psychosocial needs, the Service coordinates referrals for substance abuse treatment, nurse home visitation, parent education, legal services, and other social service agencies. Additionally, the Service has incorporated mental health treatment provided to women in other areas of our medical center. It offers psychiatric care in its perinatal behavioral health clinic and also has co-located psychotherapy counseling within the NICU setting so those mothers do not have to leave the medical center for treatment. The Service has similarly incorporated treatment in other outpatient settings for pregnant and postpartum women.

With a staff of psychiatrists, psychologists, licensed professional counselors, social workers, and nurse case managers...
counselors and social workers, this clinical program is able to provide comprehensive mental health care for the parents of high-risk infants. Over the last five years we have screened over 1200 women. About 400 of those women had clinically-elevated levels of depression and anxiety. This represents approximately twice the rate typically reported in the general population, which is likely attributable to the demographics at our medical center including more high-risk women. We have also made hundreds of referrals to outside agencies to provide care closer to home for our families that are from more remote locations. Over 200 women have been treated by our psychiatrists and/or therapists, and among those that are engaged in treatment with our service, a clinically significant reduction in their depression symptoms ranging from thirty to forty percent was detected.

We believe providing these treatment services in an accessible way through co-location with a multidisciplinary team will enable the Service to provide more care to those populations with the greatest psychosocial risk.

While our own research into the impact of the Perinatal Behavioral Health Service is ongoing, others have engaged in research evaluating what impact these types of interventions have on infant brain development. For instance, the Family Nurture Intervention embedded nurses in the NICU who were providing similar strategies by assisting women in methods that would enable them to feel more connected to their infants, ultimately reducing symptoms of depression and anxiety. This intervention demonstrated that at the time of discharge from NICU, the women that had been randomized to the intervention compared to mothers who did not receive it were displaying more sensitive parenting with their infants, and when evaluated four months later displayed fewer symptoms of anxiety and depression. While the research into the impact on neonatal brain development of these interventions is a bit sparse, what exists indicates that these methods may lead to more optimal brain development.
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One intervention that evaluated early parent-infant interactions, found that just eight weeks of skin-to-skin care, which involves placing the naked infant directly on the caregivers chest, increased a measure of preterm infants’ brain activity to more closely resemble that of term infants. The Family Nurse Intervention noted above also assessed brain activity and measured it over the course of several weeks. This study found that those preterm children in the family nurse intervention group had improved brain activity over time compared to those preterm children whose families did not receive the intervention. Importantly, they also reported that, at eighteen months of age, the preterm infants who were in the intervention group had improved cognitive skills, fewer attention problems and had a lower risk of autism symptoms. Overall, these studies point to what benefits these kinds of interventions targeting maternal depression, anxiety and parenting styles can have on later infant brain development. More research is needed to replicate this finding and determine which aspects of this type of intervention are most impactful.

As we have evidence that treatment interventions can have a positive impact on maternal mental health, and we have evidence that these interventions may be positively influencing the neonatal brain, we must encourage policies that promote these interventions. If we cannot improve access to this care by trained mental health providers when it is needed, we cannot deliver these interventions and ultimately promote optimal infant brain development. One of the policy issues that is complicating the ability to deliver mental health treatment to these mothers of at-risk infants is access to postpartum health insurance coverage, particularly in states without Medicaid expansion. For example, pregnant women with incomes up to 201 percent of the poverty line qualify for Medicaid in Missouri, which is three percent of all the Medicaid recipients. In 2014, coverage

55. Martha G. Welch et al., Family Nurture Intervention in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit Improves Social-Relatedness, Attention, and Neurodevelopment of Preterm Infants at 18 Months in a Randomized Controlled Trial, 56 J. CHILD PSYCHOL. & PSYCHIATRY 1202 (2015).
was expanded to cover those with incomes at a higher percent of the Federal poverty level. Nevertheless, the challenge to treatment delivery is that this Medicaid for pregnant women only includes sixty days of postpartum insurance coverage. Nationally, especially in states that did not expand Medicaid, over fifty percent of women lose their coverage at sixty days postpartum and in some states that is as high as seventy percent. This loss of coverage means these women have no mental health insurance benefits and no benefits for substance abuse treatment at a time when this coverage is crucial to improve maternal and infant outcomes. The major risk of perinatal mental health disorders is suicide, particularly for those with postpartum depression and bipolar disorder, and, as the American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology indicates, maternal suicide exceeds the other common causes of maternal mortality, such as hemorrhage and preeclampsia, in terms of the overall risk of mortality for women. Further, evidence suggests that the risk of suicide is highest in the late postpartum period, beyond six weeks, at a time when these women are losing their healthcare coverage. Thus, there has been increasing advocacy by interested stakeholders to expand this postpartum coverage for women beyond sixty days so that we can continue to provide care to these women when they most need it, and when both they and their infants are at greater risk for the deleterious effects of these disorders.

It will take advocacy and collaboration like this across multiple disciplines to address the needs of these at-risk families. The evidence strongly suggests that maternal mental health is a critical psychosocial
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61. See e.g., MARCH OF DIMES, MOVING MISSOURI TO ACTION ADDRESSING MATERNAL BEHAVIORAL HEALTH (June 2016). The March of Dimes in the state of Missouri has been one of these advocates, and our Perinatal Behavioral Health Service was engaged as one of the many stakeholders working together to deliver strategies to increase access to care. The March of Dimes in Missouri reported being alarmed by the statistics that of the one in seven moms that had these symptoms, only fifteen percent were receiving treatment. The March of Dimes partners with other allies like the American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology to promote legislation that will increase access to treatment and to raise awareness and support needed to increase screening and treatment. Id.
stressor impacting the developing brain, and that those born preterm are particularly vulnerable. Efforts aimed at addressing psychosocial risk factors prenatally and prior to conception would have an immense impact on reducing the risk not only for preterm birth but also in the adverse exposures to these risks that happen after birth. There are evidence-based interventions available that can optimize maternal mental health both before and after birth to mitigate risk and optimize brain development. Effective utilization of these interventions will require changes in policy that will enable increased access to care for our highest risk families.